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Provide quality innovative electrical maintenance, repair, inspection and 
leadership in a fast paced organization with a focus on customer satisfaction, 
quality and growth.

JANUARY 2007 – PRESENT
FIELD SERVICE TECHNICIAN - PG ELITE LIGHTING SERVICE

 Perform system start-ups, commissioning, preventative maintenance, and repair
to state of the art programmable dimming and switched lighting systems.

 As a certified and trained lutron service technician, my work experience 
includes quantum, grafikeye systems, grafikqs, energy saver node and 
ecosystem, lcp / xps, homeworks, and radiora2.

 Received training on, and have worked extensively with cooper greengate, and 
ilumen systems as well as phillips lightolier and ge prosys systems.

 Responsible for project managing and programming systems to the end-users 
specifications and requirements.

 As a lighting technician i have used my previous electrical career to help me in 
the ability to troubleshoot wiring issues as well as understanding electrical 
theory.

 The skills i acquired during my lighting career include basic computer 
programming utilizing software programs to operate equipment.

 Learned energy management and green building design skills with the 
incorporation of daylight harvesting and occupant sensing devices.

2000 – 2006
FACTORY MACHINE OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Electrical / hvacr swartley brothers engineers inc. , lansdale, pa - worked as a 
commercial and industrial electrician.

 Projects included hatfield meats, middleton cigar, avery dennison, quaker color, 
wampler lowry electric, hatfield, pa - worked as a residential electrician.

 Would include condos in new hope, and services in the central and lower bucks 
county areas.

 Schuellers mechanical, perkasie, pa - worked as a hvac and refrigeration 
apprentice in such facilities as leidys meats, landis markets, budweiser peco, 
philadelphia, pa - worked as a lineman apprentice.

 Factory machine operator fibermark, quakertown, pa - worked as a machine 
operator.
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current role. In case if you dont need it you can delete it.
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current role. In case if you dont need it you can delete it.

EDUCATION

Peco Energy Division - (Peco Energy Aerial Lines School - Philadelphia, 
PA)Vocational - 1992(Bethlehem Area Vocational Technical School - Bethlehem, 
PA)

SKILLS

Lighting ,Power Station And Switch Gears., Air Conditioner And Refrigeration
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